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about Sapeli Unlimited

A better space in which to live. We created the Sapeli Unlimited
concept for a simple reason – we admire beautiful living spaces. For us,
coming up with creative platforms for those who create such spaces is
another way we can partake in this fascinating process.

What are you thinking about? Over the last few decades, curiosity has
definitely moved us the furthest. There are more than enough average
doors in the world... We want to share your vision. We want to be your
guide on the path to making your original ideas a reality, because the
best doors are in your imagination.
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If you know what you want, no
quantity of premade doors beyond
this catalogue can please you. The
unnatural process of selection that
suffocates creativity... Let‘s get
back to the imagination. Our limits
only begin where your fantasy
ends.
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Premiéra BAU / MUNICH

Our debut at BAU 2019
It was two years ago that we first introduced Sapeli Unlimited
to the world at the prestigious BAU trade fair in Munich. It was
interesting to see how visitors to our stand first looked around
for a motion sensor or other electronic mechanism to open our
MUTEO doors before realizing just how easy it is to open them
without a handle. Our new premium product generated a lot of
interest, so we decided to mass produce it and have continued to
develop and innovate it ever since.
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muteo / our unique platform

Muteo Tonale door in
Sapeli Unlimited showroom

muteo / our unique platform

The dominant feature of the interior.
Or not. A striking profile resembling
the letter Z brings the door and handle
together in a single element while at the
same time adding depth, plasticity, and
a sculpted look. Muteo goes from being
a simple moving panel to a remarkable
piece of furniture that draws attention to
itself. On the other hand, the flexibility
of the surface finishes can virtually
hide Muteo. The door then becomes an
unstrained component of the interior,
discretely rounding out the overall
ambience of the space.

Our revolutionary platform

At first sight, premium in every way. Why should a door have
to have a handle? This question kept us awake at night. Until,
that was, we created a handleless door with our own unique
mechanical locking system. The award-winning Muteo will
remain close to our hearts forever, but we‘re not stopping
here. What burning questions do you have? In our portfolio,
you‘ll find glass walls, doors with concealed frames and
reverse opening, doors crafted in concrete stucco or with
an anti-fingerprint finish, and, of course, full ceiling-length
doors. Haven‘t answered your question yet? Perfect. We like a
challenge.

head of development Sapeli Petr Jíra
and designer Petr Novague

Muteo. Door and handle become one.
Challenging established norms in design
is the only way forward. Yet few question
the essence of a door, so how is it to
evolve aesthetically? And because an
unburdened point of view on the matter is
a rare thing within a company, we decided
to join forces with someone who knows
industrial design but has never worked
with doors before.
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unlimited design

internationale Erfolge

Our approach to design

International awards that we value

Good design is what sets a
quality product apart from
an exceptional one. Sapeli
Unlimited embodies the
highest possible degree of
quality, where world-class
design is the natural matter
of course. We teamed up with
the best Czech industrial
designer, Petr Novague,
to charter new territory in
design and offer something
entirely unique that the
market has never seen
before.

Together with designer Petr Novague,
we’ve received a number of prestigious
awards for MUTEO. Without a doubt,
the most prestigious of them all is the
Red Dot Award, essentially the Oscar
of the design world. In addition to it,
MUTEO doors have achieved recognition
in other leading competitions, such as
International Design Award, A´Design
Award, European Product Design Award,
German Design Award, and others.
The judges always acknowledge the
highly innovative approach taken by
Petr Novague to an otherwise ordinary
product – the door.

Permesso? Avanti! The patented
Muteo was developed in-house
exclusively by Sapeli Unlimited.
It comprises Muteo Handle Free,
inspired by mechanical watch
movements, and the characteristic
Muteo Z profile. Just give a gentle
push at any height, and the door
opens. Children no longer have to
reach for a handle.

From left:
Dušan Vrtal - owner, Petr Jira - head of
development, Martina Paculová - marketing,
Petr Novague - designer, Marek Sedlák - head
of sales, Václav Bradáč - managing director
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MUTEO TONALE

MUTEO TONALE

MUTEO
TONALE
MUTEO premium doors
Z profile with recessed MUTEO LATENTE
doorframe for an even more striking design
experience
We offer MUTEO TONALE doors in sprayed
finishes using premium RAL and NCS
paints as well as veneer in an oil or painted
finish. The two finish options can also
be combined. The doors are fitted with
premium Simonswerk concealed hinges.

price from
1900 EUR

We manufacture MUTEO TONALE doors just as you want them to be.
You simply choose from our selection of finishes and decors. We can
customize the doors to meet your requirements. Today’s trends call
for doors stretching from floor to ceiling. And we can execute the
effect even in cases where a ceiling-length door leaf is not technically
possible by employing a special doorframe with transom.
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MUTEO FORTE

MUTEO FORTE
MUTEO FORTE doors are intended for clients who do not need the
patented MUTEO opening system. The doors can be fitted with a magn
etic lock.

MUTEO
FORTE
MUTEO door with magnetic lock
Z profile with recessed MUTEO LATENTE
doorframe for an even more striking design
experience
We offer MUTEO FORTE doors in sprayed
finishes using premium RAL and NCS paints
as well as veneer in an oil or painted finish.
The two finish options can also be combined.
The doors are fitted with premium Simonswerk
concealed hinges.
MUTEO FORTE can be manufactured in a combination of
luxurious sprayed finishes (including the matt ANTIFINGER)
using premium paints and can be set in a wooden
doorframe. Maximum door height is 2600 mm.

price from
1350 EUR
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MUTEO APPENA

MUTEO APPENA

MUTEO
APPENA
MUTEO APPENA is a nonrebated smooth
door that can be set in a concealed
doorframe with Simonswerk concealed
hinges and the MUTEO lock with designer
metal handle in any colour along the full
length of the door leaf. The door can also
be set in a conventional wooden doorframe
or LATENTE doorframe. We offer MUTEO
APPENA doors in sprayed finishes using
premium RAL and NCS paints as well
as veneer in an oil or painted finish. For
increased durability, the doors can be
manufactured in resistant HPL combined
with ABS or aluminium edges.

price from
1050 EUR
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MUTEO APPENA doors don’t need a
handle – it‘s all in the unique patented
MUTEO lock. The doors can be set in
conventional and concealed doorframes,
and you can combine various finishes
and materials, such as wood and glass
for an impressive way to lighten your
interior.
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Our unique technical solutions

Our unique technical solutions

SLIDING DOORS
They open by sliding the door leaf along or into the wall, or
along a glass wall. Their greatest advantage is the substantial
amount of space they save. Sliding doors are ideal for dividing
the living room from the kitchen or hallway. Sliding doors can
also be manufactured in double-leaf variants.

price from
595 EUR

GLASS WALLS
Our unique system of glass walls lets you partially or completely divide spaces while
letting in plenty of light without compromising privacy.

GLASS WALLS WITH WOODEN DOORFRAMES
Glass walls can also be fitted with wooden or glass doors or
panels with various functions (television, projection screen,
wiring and switches).

DORMA HSW mobile glass walls
flexibly adapt to your changing needs. There’s no bottom track, so the floor
remains untouched and clean. Ideal for new buildings and renovations,
they form the centrepiece of any interior and underscore its architectonic
brilliance.
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Precision installation is an essential aspect of any
successful project. Our technicians are highly trained
professionals using professional equipment and tools.

Preis ab
1950 EUR
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Successful Sapeli Unlimited models

Successful Sapeli Unlimited models

TENGA
For modern clients
who love veneer and
know how to appreciate
its variability. Sheets
of veneer arranged in
different orientations
reflect light differently
depending on the point of
view. The effect is always
one of enchantment.

price from
895 EUR

MAXIM
MODENA
Neuigkeit des Jahres
2021. Verbindung von
Holz und Glas in einem
einzigartigen Produkt.
Kombination: PREMIUM
weiß und klares Glas.

price from
795 EUR
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Maxim is luxury in every
sense of the word, from the
robust aluminium frame to the
glass cladding. We can also
manufacture Maxim in custom
atypical configurations. MODEL
MAXIM 40 with black frame and
clear glass.

price from
1290 EUR
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the highest quality handwork

modern technology Sapeli Unlimited

The latest trends and world-class
design backed by a century of
manufacturing excellence. That’s
SAPELI Unlimited, the premium brand
of the traditional Czech manufacturer
of doors conceived to meet the
demands of even the most prestigious
clientele. Manufacturing employs
the latest technologies and is largely
automated; however, the most atypical
and specialized products still require
a considerable degree of manual
work from the most experienced
craftspeople. SAPELI employs more
than 500 people across its entire group
of companies.

Leave the technical details to us
Although the designing of an
interior often begins with the
doors, there are a large number
of other aspects requiring your
attention, and they need to be
unified into a flawless ensemble.
So that you can devote your
time and energy to the space
as a complex whole, leave the
details to us. Our experts will
recommend the technologies and
components that are just right for
your project.
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revolutionäres Showroom Sapeli Unlimited

a simple, modern concept

Our concept showroom
for the 21st century
Outstanding designs are preceded by
discussion. Ideally over a cup of coffee. A
physical meeting space is a prerequisite
for successful designs. Our best custom
projects always arise from close personal
collaboration with our clients. In the
Sapeli Unlimited showroom, we go above
and beyond to meet uncommon aesthetic
expectations. Come see us about your
project. You’ll have our undivided
attention.

Bring your ideas to life in a threemetre LED simulation. Using a
tablet, you can configure the door,
doorframe, walls, and floor all
in life size to ensure no detail is
overlooked. In our design bar, we’ve
also prepared more than 400 real
samples of finishes, glass inserts,
handles, doorframes, veneers,
edges, hinges, sliding systems, and
door cross-sections that you can
even take home with you. Engage
all the senses.

In our showroom, explore our doors by touching them physically. You can then
project your aesthetic vision on a virtual wall in life size.
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Write/
Ring/
Come!
SAPELI GmbH
Im Gewerbepark C 25
93059 Regensburg
Germany
mobil DE: +49 1525 3229996
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info@sapeli-unlimited.com

